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A FEW WORDS ABOUT WICKSTEED
Well over a hundred years ago, when the Industrialised world relied on steam power,
Wicksteed were there, making Tube Expanders for the manufacture and repair of boilers.
We are still here today, and have now used our knowledge and experience to develop a
range of equipment that includes Torque Control Drive Equipment, Tube Pulling / Removal
Equipment and General Accessories to meet all today’s needs.
Wicksteed are understandably proud of the fact that all our products are manufactured at
our facilities in the United Kingdom. We have in house Heat Treatment facilities that mean
we are in total control of the whole manufacturing process, from raw steel to end product.
All our products are made to the quality assurance of ISO 9001: 2000 and a copy of our
certification is available upon request.
A large proportion of our products are exported worldwide being sold to many major
industries including oil refining, chemical and petro-chemical production, power generation,
desalination, sugar refining, ship maintenance and many more. We carry extensive stocks
of our standard products to ensure we meet our customer’s immediate needs.
Wicksteed’s aim is to provide a complete package for our customers, starting with a
helpful and friendly sales team to provide for your exact requirements, and fulfilling those
requirements with the best quality product, delivery time, price, after sales back up and
support.
All of this leads to one conclusion; you cannot beat the experience, quality and service that
Wicksteed provides.

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN WHAT YOU REQUIRE IN OUR
CATALOGUE PLEASE CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM.
Our data base of companies included in tube maintenance is extensive and we should be
able to help.
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Tube Expanding

General Information

The principle of expanding tubes to achieve the
perfect bond has been around for many years. So have
Wicksteed – the company synonymous with quality
and reliability when it comes to tube expanders that
outperform any others.

It must be stressed that an Expander is a precision
tool and must be treated as such. Adherence to the
following instructions will ensure consistently high
quality expansions combined with a long tool life.

Care and Maintenance of Expanders

Our products have been around for over a century,
continuously developed to the highest possible
standards. Our factory is geared to the efficient
production of tube expanders and our quality control is
second to none.

Preparation

The Wicksteed range is extensive, covering expanders
and accessories to meet virtually every demand.
Whether they are hand driven, pneumatically driven or
electrically driven, Wicksteed expanders give the same
high degree of accuracy in the finished bore.

Operation

Our service, which includes ‘specials’, gives the
fastest possible response to customers’ enquiries and
orders. We can also advise on the best methods and
products to achieve the required end result. Call on our
experience, it costs nothing!
We carry extensive stocks of finished expanders,
accessories and spare parts. All it takes is a phone call
and you will see why the ‘Wicksteed difference’ is worth
experiencing.

recommended expansion of tubes
To achieve the optimum bond between tube and
tube plate, we recommend reducing the tube wall by
between 4%–5%. Under or over expansion will result
in the bond being weaker.

94% BOND
Under expansion 2 /2% – 3% wall reduction
1

Prior to use, the operator should ensure that the
Expander is free from dirt and grease. If necessary the
tool should be washed in a solvent or very light oil.

The life of an Expander is severely shortened by
excessive speed of rotation. High speeds generate heat,
adversely affecting both the tube and the Expander.
A soluble oil coolant, such as the specially prepared
Wicksteed Expander oil, should be used whenever
possible. If the application does not permit this, ideally
two Expanders should be used to allow a cooling
period. Any solid matter picked up by the rollers in the
Expander, such as tube scale, should be removed by
washing.

Preservation
After use tools should be cleaned, lightly oiled and
suitably wrapped to prevent rusting and ingress of dust.

Materials and Hardening
The importance of the selection of the correct materials
and the appropriate techniques applied to them will be
appreciated by those regularly using tube expanding
equipment. Enormous forces with high peak loads are
the order of the day when materials ranging from the
softer alloys to the more sophisticated stainless steels
are physically stretched and expanded under the action
of the tube rolls.

Other Product Groups
In addition to Expanders covering a multiplicity of
industrial applications, this catalogue contains details
of other Wicksteed product categories. All embody
the same characteristics of consistent quality of
manufacture and finish that have given Wicksteed such
a fine reputation.

100% BOND
Correct expansion 4% – 5% wall reduction

Special Lubrication Instructions

65% BOND
Over expansion 7% – 15% wall reduction

Our electric and pneumatic driving equipment can be
set to give the best possible results.

Wicksteed specially blended Expander
Oil has been developed to lubricate and
clean, is suitable for most tube expanding
conditions and is a soluble oil. It should
be mixed 3 parts oil to 4 parts water. It is
important that the oil be added to the water.
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These tools, incorporating a bearing mounted thrust collar, produce a parallel expansion and are particularly suitable for
power operation.
Ideally precision torque control equipment should be used. However, tools may be manually operated if desired.

When ordering spares
quote Tool Ref. No. and
Component required
The ‘C’ type tool incorporates suitably profiled rollers
which ensures a smooth transition between the expanded
and non-expanded sections of the tube. It will be
appreciated that failure to provide this facility would not

only produce inconsistencies in expansions but could lead
to tube weakening and perhaps premature failure.

‘C’ Type Information

quote this number. Where new tools are required
please state outside diameter of tube, gauge or wall
thickness, roll length and whether there is a special
reach requirement. Ideally a drawing should be provided.
Our technical experts will be please to discuss your
application.

Adjustable Bearing Housing
All ’C’ type expanders incorporate a bearing housing
assembly designed to minimise friction and give a
constant drag factor, which is an essential feature when
used with Torque Control equipment. Not only is drive
effort reduced but also tube end scuffing and burring is
eliminated. Recessed bearing housings are available to
accommodate tube projections.
This type of expander, whilst producing a parallel
expansion, is self-feeding. Inadvertent removal of the
mandrel from the tool is prevented by the provision of a
nut on the end of the mandrel.
Accurate location of the expander (in relation to the end
of the tube) or adjustment of roller length is obtained by
moving the bearing housing assembly along the screwed
body. Once the desired position has been obtained the
assembly is fixed in relation to the body by the tightening
of a grub screw in a longitudinal slot in the body.

Torque Control
It has been long established that the measuring of the
torque applied to an expander is the most effective
and least expensive method of ensuring uniformity of
expansion. It is of course essential, however, that the drag
factor on the expander is the same with each tube end.
Wicksteed Engineering has, by the provision of bearing
housing assemblies and specially profiled rolls, ensured
that the ‘C’ type expander is ideally suited for use with
Torque Control equipment.

Code Number

A variety of roll profiles and recessed bearing housings are
available to suit customers’ individual requirements.

Extra Long Reach Expanders for ‘C’ Type
1200 series
As indicated in the tables, the C1200 series standard
tooling has been designed for use on reach conditions up
to 6” or 6¾” (shown as dimension “Y” in the tube to plate
illustration) depending on whether expanders are fitted
with 1½” long or 2¼” long rollers.
When requested, longer than standard reach tools can
be made to order. We produce such expanders in 2”
increments with the increased length of reach being
identified beyond the norm alphabetically. For example
a 1” o/d x 16swg expander fitted with 1½” rollers for
6” standard reach is a C1251 but to suit 8”, 10”, 12”
etc. reach situations you would have to order C1251A,
C1251B, C1251C and so on respectively.
It is important to remember that the required reach of the
non standard expander should also include the thickness
of the tube plate, and not just the distance between the
access point and front of the tube plate.
Where it is not possible to make use of the normal full
effective rolling length (1 ¼” or 2”) in extended reach
conditions e.g. only a section of the plate area is specified
for rolling over, we can produce special profile rollers
to be fitted within the standard roll slots. Such rolling
conditions must be given to our design office with orders
and enquiries.

Every Wicksteed expander is stamped with a code
number. When re-ordering or purchasing spares please
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‘C’ Type 800 Series
Self-feeding with Adjustable Bearing Housing

Tube Expanders fitted with 5 rollers are available for expanding thin wall and titanium tubes. Please speak to
our sales team for more information.
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‘C’ Type 800 Series
(continued)
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‘C’ Type RC 800 Series
Self-feeding with Adjustable Bearing Housing
This range of tools is fitted with a reversible bearing housing
assembly. This type of housing allows you to set a 3mm
standout on the first tubesheet and a varying standout of
up to 25mm on the second tubesheet. This deeper recess
allows the expanded joint to flow unrestricted thus preventing
tubes from bending and excessive stresses building up in
tube bundle. Excessive standout can be trimmed back using
a tube end facer (see page 39 for details).

Bearing Housing set to give
3mm standout

Bearing Housing to give a
varying standout of up to
25mm max

EXPANDER with 11/2”
(38.10mm) long Rollers

EXPANDER with 21/4”
(57.15mm) long Rollers

X = 1/2” (12.70mm)
Y = 11/2” (38.10mm)

X = 11/4” (31.75 mm)
Y = 21/4” (57.15mm)

Effective parallel rolling
length 11/4” (31.75mm)

Effective parallel rolling
length 2” (50.80mm)

Tube Expanders fitted with 5 rollers are available for
expanding thin wall and titanium tubes. Please speak
to our sales team for more information.
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‘C’ Type RC 800 Series
(continued)
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‘C’ Type 1200 Series
Long Reach, Self Feeding with Adjustable Bearing Housing
EXPANDER with 11/2”
(38.10mm) long Rollers

EXPANDER with 21/4”
(57.15mm) long Rollers

X= 11/2” (38.10mm)
Y = 6” (152.40mm)

X = 21/4” (57.15mm)
Y = 63/4” (171.45mm)

Effective parallel rolling
length 11/4” (31.75mm)

Effective parallel rolling
length 2” (50.80mm)

Tube Expanders fitted with 5 rollers are available
for expanding thin wall and titanium tubes. Please
speak to our sales team for more information.
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‘C’ Type 1200 Series
(continued)
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‘C’ Type RC 1200 Series
Long Reach, Self Feeding with Adjustable Reversible Bearing Housing
This range of tools is fitted with a reversible bearing housing
assembly. This type of housing allows you to set a 3mm
standout on the first tubesheet and a varying standout
of up to 25mm on the second tubesheet. This deeper
recess allows the expanded joint to flow unrestricted thus
preventing tubes from bending and excessive stresses
building up in tube bundle. Excessive standout can be
trimmed back using a tube end facer (see page 39 for
details).

EXPANDER with 11/2”
(38.10mm) long Rollers

EXPANDER with 21/4”
(57.15m) long Rollers

X = 11/2” (38.10mm)
Y = 51/4” (133.35 mm)

X = 21/4” (57.15mm)
Y = 6” (152.40mm)

Effective parallel rolling
length 11/4” (31.75mm)

Effective parallel rolling
length 2” (50.80mm)

Bearing Housing set to
give 3mm standout

Bearing Housing reversed
to give a varying standout
of up to 25mm max

Tube Expanders fitted with 5 rollers are available for expanding thin wall and titanium tubes. Please speak to
our sales team for more information.
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‘C’ Type RC 1200 Series
(continued)
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‘C’ Type 900 Series
Self Feeding with Adjustable Bearing Housing

EXPANDER with 3/4”
(19.05mm) long Rollers

EXPANDER with 11/4”
(31.75mm) long Rollers

X = 1/4” (6.35mm)		
Y = 3/4” (19.05 mm)

X = 3/4” (19.05mm)
Y = 11/4” (31.75mm)
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‘C’ Type 1300 Series
Self Feeding with Adjustable Bearing Housing and Long Reach

EXPANDER with 3/4”
(19.05mm) long Rollers

EXPANDER with 11/4”
(31.75mm) long Rollers

X = 3/4” (19.05mm)
Y = 3” (76.20 mm)

X = 11/4” (31.75mm)
Y = 31/2” (88.90mm)

Manufactured to order or stocked by customer
request.
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‘C’ Type 8012 Series
Long Reach, Self Feeding with Adjustable Bearing Housing

STANDARD TOOLS
Fitted with 23/8” (60.32mm)
long roller to give 2”
(50.80mm) effective parallel
rolling length
X = 1/2” (12.70mm)
Y = 4” (102mm)

NOTE – Mandrels supplied with square shank unless otherwise specially ordered
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Electronic Torque Controlled Motors
The current model of the Wicksteed Electronic Torque
Control unit makes use of all the latest techniques
in transistorised sensing devices mounted on sturdy
printed circuit boards. The basics of the equipment is
a load-current, sensitive, cut-out which automatically
disconnects the power supply to the drive motor the
moment that a pre-determined value of expansion or
torque has been attained.
The drive motor itself is of the conventional electric
drill type which is reversed by a relay device. One of
the motor’s principal characteristics is that the current
consumed by it increases as the load is applied. Accurate
monitoring of this current facilitates determination of
not only the effort expended but also the degree of tube
rolling which has taken place.
Upon completion of the planned cycle there is a
momentary pause - for the operator’s benefit - after which
another relay is energised and the tool reversed out of the
tube.
As soon as the drive motor trigger switch is released,
expansion stops and the control unit resets itself ready for
the next cycle.
Should circumstances arise whereby the operator finds it
necessary to suspend the function of the drive motor prior
to the completion of the normal controlled expansion,
there is a press button provided to give reverse rotation
on the next occasion the trigger switch is operated. An
additional refinement is embodied in the provision of a
‘variation’ regulator which automatically compensates for
voltage fluctuations.

DRIVE MOTORS
MODEL

TUBE SIZE

WEIGHT

‘LA’
460
TYPE		

1/4” O.D. - 5/8” O.D.
LIGHT GAUGE

1.6kg

‘MA’
350
TYPE		

5/8” O.D. - 11/8” O.D.
APPROX

3.3kg

3/4” O.D. - 11/2” O.D.
APPROX

11.0kg

11/4” O.D. - 21/2” O.D.
APPROX

11.0kg

‘SMA - D’
TYPE

R.P.M.

Variable
4 Speed

‘SMB’
60
TYPE		

(Figures illustrated assume normal wall thinning conditions)

Standard Features and Equipment Include:
Ammeter, Automatic Voltage variation adjustment.
Automatic voltage range selection, Expander drive motor
with quick release chuck and length of cable and plug.

Control Unit
The Control Unit is contained in a steel case with carrying
handle and has a lockable lid. There is also a lever
on the setting control which can be locked to prevent
interference by unauthorised persons, and a compartment
for tools.

Electricity Supply
For use on 210/240 volts AC 40/60 Hz supply.
To ensure the best results Wicksteed ‘C’ type expanders
should be used in conjunction with this equipment.

Range
Approximately 1/4” O.D.-21/2” O.D. (6.35mm-63.5mm)
Tubes.

Rental
This equipment is available for rental on a daily/weekly
basis.

LA
MK7 Torque
Control Box

MA

SMA - D

SMB
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THE M-SERIES TUBE EXPANDER DRIVE
Pneumatic Torque Controlled Motors

The M-Series Pneumatic torque controlled rolling motor,
is an incredibly effective and productive machine.
Easily managed by a single operator, featuring simple
set up, and control procedures. Controlled through a
roller throttle you can change from forward to reverse at
the flick of a wrist.
Light in weight the machine is also less tiring to use that
some other hand held rolling machines.

Features
• Three Sizes ¾”, 1” , 1 ¼”
• Roll throttle Forward and Reverse
• Torque Adjustable
• Robustly Built
• Quick Change Chuck
• Ready to Use
• Complete with Tool Box, Spare set of paddles and
Instruction Manual
• Economically Priced

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
MODEL

TUBE
SIZE
		

FREE
SPEED
RPM

MAX TORQUE

MIN TORQUE

LENGTH

WEIGHT

In.lbs

Nm

In.lbs

Nm

Ins

mm

Lbs

Kg

CHUCK SIZE			

M19-1250

¾”

1250

110

12.25

12

1.35

10

255

9.4

4.25

3/8”

M25-700

1”

700

210

23.70

20

2.26

10

255

9.9

4.50

3/8”

M32-500

1¼”

500

319

36.00

44

5.00

10

255

11.0

5.00

3/8”
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THE K-SERIES TUBE EXPANDER DRIVE
Pneumatic Torque Controlled Motors

The K-Series Tube Expander drive, is a heavy duty
machine, designed for the expansion of Boiler tubes
from 1 ¾” to 4 ½” in diameter.
The machine is simple and easy to set up and use, with
a roll type throttle for forward and reverse control at the
flick of a wrist.
Available with an additional torque bar, to allow the
operator more control of the machine during operating.

Features
• Four Sizes 1 ¾”, 2 ½”, 3”& 4 ½”
• Roll throttle Forward and Reverse
• Torque Adjustable
• Robustly Built
• Ready to Use
• Complete with Socket, Tool Box, Spare set of paddles
and Instruction Manual
• Economically Priced

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
MODEL

TUBE
SIZE
		

FREE
SPEED
RPM

MAX TORQUE

MIN TORQUE

LENGTH

WEIGHT

In.lbs

Nm

In.lbs

Nm

Ins

mm

Lbs

Kg

CHUCK SIZE

/2”

K45-220

1¾”

220

75

100

25

35

18.2

480

12.3

5.5

1

K63-145

1

2 /2”

145

125

170

37

50

18.4

485

13.5

6.1

¾”

K76-100

3”

100

185

250

60

80

19.4

510

14.1

6.3

¾”

K110-75

41/2”

75

345

470

150

200

21.0

535

19.0

8.5

¾”
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‘E’ Type

3A Type

The ‘E’ type expander is a fixed rolling length, general
purpose tool, which may be power or hand driven. This
tool, by prior selection, can be supplied to provide either
parallel or a slightly tapered expansion. In either case the
rotation of the tool will draw it into the tube at the required
rate.

This is a Three Belling Roller Expander relating to the
same applications as opposite

‘EL’ Type
The ‘EL’ type tube expander is similar in design to the
basic ‘E’ type tooling but throughout the range the fixed
parallel rolling length is 1½” (38.10mm). The rollers have a
generous nose radius on the front end.

‘A’ Type
The ‘A’ type expander is similar to the ‘E’ type, in that it is
a fixed rolling length general purpose tool, which may be
power or hand driven. It is available in a metric series of
non-adjustable rolling lengths, and the rolls are provided
with a generous nose radius to ensure smooth transition
between the expanded and unexpanded areas of the
tube.

‘SB’ Type (Solid Body)
This expander is of an extremely robust construction
incorporating a thrust collar in the form of a ‘bridge’.
The purpose of this ‘bridge’ is to enable the expander
to rest against the tube plate whilst accommodating the
tube end, as this protrudes from the tube plate under the
tensioning action of the expander. The tensioning of the
tube minimises tube sag in horizontally tubed boilers. The
‘SB’ expander provides a fixed rolling length with either a
parallel or slightly tapered expansion as required. The tool
may be hand or power driven.

‘W’ Type (Wide Range)
This expander is similar to the ‘SB’ tool but, by retaining
the rollers in an alternative manner, a greater expansion
range is obtained. The method of roller retention, however,
restricts the design to taper expansions only. A general
maintenance tool.

1A Type
This is a Single Belling Roller Expander, suitable for high
and low pressure steam generating installations. The
flare angle is 300 inclusive. Extended mandrels and sets
of short mandrels can be supplied. When ordering it is
important to show your tube plate thickness and other
details that relate to the expanding conditions, i.e., hand
hole sizes, drum and header diameter etc.

‘T’ Type (Thompson Design)
This expander has been designed for use where there
is restricted access, such as is experienced in the
retightening of tubes or expanding into thin end plate.
Suitable for taper expansions only.
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Recommended rolling procedure in thick
drum applications

Mandrel Application Diagram
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‘E’ Type
Standard expanders are supplied with square head mandrel
and three taper rollers to give parallel expansion, but can be
fitted with parallel rollers to give taper expension if required.

Internal range:
From .385” (9.78mm) to 8.290” (210.57mm)
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‘EL’ Type
The ‘EL’ type tube expander is similar in design to the basic
‘E’ type tooling but throughout the range the fixed parallel
rolling length is 11/2” (38.10mm). The rollers have a generous
nose radius on the front end.
When tooling of this pattern is required for tube sizes beyond
3” o/d or to suit thicker boiler drums, longer reach conditions
and for cramped access in headers and super heaters for
example please select your requirements from “A” series
expanders and appropriate mandrels to suit.

Tool Ref

Will Expand
From

To		

ins	mm	ins	
19.05

Max Effective
Rolling Length

mm	ins	

0.844	21.43	1.500	

Size of Square
Mandrel

mm	

ins	

mm

38.10	

3/4	

19.05

1” EL	

0.750	

1.1/8” EL

0.875	22.22	

1.000	25.40	

1.500	38.10	3/4	

19.05

1.3/16” EL	

0.938	

23.81	

1.094

1.500	

1.1/4” EL	

1.000

25.40	1.156	

27.78	

38.10

3/4	

19.05

29.37	1.500	38.10	

3/4	

19.05

1.3/8” EL	1.187	

30.16	

1.375	34.93	

1.500	

38.10	

3/4	

19.05

1.1/2” EL	

1.250	

31.75	1.438	36.51	

1.500	

38.10	

3/4	

19.05

1.5/8” EL	

1.375	

34.93	

1.563	39.69	

1.500	

38.10	

3/4	

19.05

1.3/4” EL	

1.500

38.10	

1.688	

1.500	38.10	

3/4	

19.05

1.7/8” EL	

1.688	42.68	

38.10	3/4	

19.05

38.10	

42.68	

1.906	48.42	1.500	

2” EL	1.750	44.45	1.969	50.00	

1.500	

3/4	

19.05

2.1/8” EL	

1.500	38.10	3/4	

19.05

1.813

2.1/4” EL	2.000

46.04	2.063	52.39	
50.80	2.250	

57.15	1.500	

2.313	58.74	

38.10	

3/4	

19.05

1.500	

38.10	

3/4	

19.05

3/4	

19.05

2.3/8” EL	

2.063	52.39	

2.1/2” EL	

2.188	

55.56	2.440	

61.91	1.500	

38.10	

2.5/8” EL	2.250

57.15	2.563	

65.09	

1.500	

38.10	3/4	19.05

2.3/4” EL	

2.375	

60.32	2.688	68.26	

1.500	

38.10	

3/4	

2.7/8” EL	

2.500

63.50	

1.500	

38.10	

3/4	19.05

3” EL	

2.625	66.68	2.938	74.61	1.500	38.10	

2.813	

71.44	

3/4	

19.05

19.05
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‘A’ Type

Ordering Instructions
To ascertain the correct tool number for your purposes,
first establish the minimum bore which the tool enters (1st
column of table below). Then select the appropriate Effective
Parallel Rolling Length column, and read off at the Minimum
Bore size line ... e.g.: for a tube with minimum bore size of
40mm and an effective parallel rolling length of 44mm (i.e.:
35mm seat thickness + 9mm over-roll) the tool number will
read: A40/35.
Intermediate range tools are available to special order.
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‘A’ Type
(continued)

Short Series Mandrels

Drum Series Mandrels

Header Series Mandrels

Drum mandrels will be supplied unless header or
short series mandrels are ordered.
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‘1A’ Type
(3 Roller, Single Belling Roller Type)

Order Instructions
To ascertain the correct tool number for your purposes,
first establish the minimum bore which the tool enters (1st
column of table below). Then select the appropriate Seat
Thickness column, and read off at the Minimum Bore size
line ... e.g. for a tube with minimum bore size of 40mm and a
seat thickness of 35m the tool number will read: 1A40/35.
Intermediate range tools are available to special order:
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‘1A’ Type
(continued)

Short Series Mandrels

Drum Series Mandrels

Header Series Mandrels
Drum mandrels will be supplied unless header or short
series mandrels are ordered.
Note: In all cases the effective parallel rolling lengths
of these tools is 9mm longer than the seat thickness
dimensions given in the tables. Where it is necessary
to expand in seats which are thicker than those
covered below, the recommended procedure for rolling
in thick drums applies.
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‘3A’ Type
(3 Roller, 3 Single Belling Roller Type)

Ordering Instructions
To ascertain the correct tool number for your purposes,
first establish the minimum bore which the tool enters (1 st
column of table below). Then select the appropriate Seat
Thickness column, and read off at the Minimum Bore size
line ... e.g.: for a tube with minimum bore size of 40mm and a
seat thickness of 35mm, the tool number will read: 3A40/35.
Intermediate range tools are available to special order.
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‘3A’ Type
(continued)

Short Series Mandrels

Drum Series Mandrels

Header Series Mandrels
Drum mandrels will be supplied unless header or short
series mandrels are ordered.
Note: In all cases the effective parallel rolling lengths
of these tools is 6mm longer than the seat thickness
dimensions given in the tables. Where it is necessary
to expand in seats which are thicker than those
covered below, the recommended procedure for rolling
in thick drums applies.
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‘SB’ Type
Fitted with parallel rollers giving taper expansion.
Square head mandrels supplied.

Internal range:
From 1.301” (33.05mm) to 4.860” (123.44mm)

Tools can also be supplied, fitted with taper rollers for
parallel expansion.

‘W’ Type
Fitted with parallel rollers giving taper expansion.
Square head mandrels supplied.

Internal range:
From 1.280” (32.51mm) to 4.187” (106.36mm)
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‘T’ Type
Internal range:
From .444” (11.28mm) to 3.687” (93.66mm)
Designed to give a Standard Taper Expansion

Actual square sizes of mandrel may differ from
chart. Please contact us to confirm.
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These are fixed rolling length special purpose
tools which may be power or hand-driven;
they are of the self feeding parallel-rolling
type.
Clockwise rotation of the mandrel causes
the tool to increase in diameter and thereby
expand the tube to form the seal, whilst its
rotation in an anticlockwise direction releases
the tool when the expansion is completed.

When ordering please give precise details of the vessel in
which the expander is to be used, quoting size and length
of tube, distance over tube plates, tube plate thickness
and any tube projection details. Ideally a drawing should
be provided.

The diagram above illustrates: (1) an
“SB’parallel rolling type expander to locate
and seal the tube in the upper tube plate and
(2) the long-body Sugar Refinery expander
operated from the upper tube sheet area.
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TUBE EXPANDERS FOR DIESEL ENGINE
INJECTOR SLEEVE APPLICATIONS

Such is the nature of today’s diesel engine design
- whether it be automotive, marine or industrial that demands for increased power output, must be
counterbalanced by considerations of compactness and
lightness.
An increase in power output, of course, leads to an
associated increase in heat generation. This extra heat
must be quickly dispersed from around vital points on the
cylinder head, the valve and the tip of the injector itself.
Now, with the introduction of cold-formed, copper, fuel
injector sleeves, specifically developed for use with direct
injection engines, many distinct benefits are obtained.
By utilising an independent sleeve, any build-up of
the casting around the valves and injector housing is
eliminated. The consequent decrease in mass helps
to dissipate the heat, a process further accelerated by
virtue of the sleeve material’s high thermal conductivity
characteristics.

31

Injector bore housings which have been cast as an
integral part of the cylinder head frequently reveal serious
inconsistencies in wall thickness owing to movement of
the core during the casting operation. This may give rise
to variations in temperature which substantially lower the
life expectancy of both injector and valve.
The copper sleeve, on the other hand, is of uniform section,
ensuring greatly enhanced heat transfer effectiveness. In
addition, the reduced number of protuberances not only
simplifies both coring and casting, but also improves
coolant flow around the valve guides and seats.
In conjunction with the major engine manufacturers
Wicksteeds developed a range of tools designed
specially to expand fuel injector sleeves into cylinder
heads.
We are pleased to have taken an active part in a
development which aids not only the manufacture, but
more important, the maintenance of the Diesel Engine.

Typical Injector Sleeve Applications
The expanders are of the self-feeding parallel
rolling type. Rotation of the mandrel in a clockwise
direction causes the tool to increase in diameter
and thereby expand the tube to form the seal.
Anticlockwise rotation of the mandrel releases the
tool when the expansion is completed.
When ordering, quote engine manufacturer’s name
and engine model number; alternatively, where new
applications are proposed, we require a detailed
drawing of the cylinder head and sleeve.
Tools as illustrated can be provided with Hexagon,
round or square headed mandrels according to how
customers prefer to drive them.
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10 Tonne Tube Stub Removal Kit - HTP2

The 10 Tonne Portable Tube Stub Removal Kit offers a compact and easy to use piece of equipment to remove tube
stubs up to 11/4” (32mm) O/D.
The kit comprises of three main parts:

• A self tapping spear which is screwed into the tube stub.
• A hydraulic pull cylinder which is connected to the spear.
• A foot controlled air powered hydraulic pump which provides the power to the cylinder, so the tube stub can be
removed.
Also included in the kit is a three metre long hydraulic hose fitted with quick release couplings that connect the pulling
cylinder to the foot pump, a 1/2” square ratchet handle and a lockable storage box
The self tapping spear is designed to be driven into the tube stub using the spear’s 1/2” square male drive either by an
impact wrench for speed or manually using the 1/2” square ratchet handle provided. Spears are available to suit all tube
sizes up to and including 11/4” O/D.
More information is available on request.

Technical Specifications
Pulling Head		

Power Pack

Stroke

150mm (6”)

AirConsumption

560 l / min at 7 Bar

Max Pulling Force

10 Tonnes

Standard Workshop Air Supply

100 PSI

Max Tube Dia (Stub)

11/4”

Max Operating Pressure

700 Bar (10,000 PSI)

Weight

15.5 kgs

Dimensions

39L x 17W x 22H cms

Hoses		

Carrying Case

1 Hydraulic Hose

3m Long

Dimensions

68L x 35W x 22H cms

Max Pressure

700 Bar (10,000 PSI)

Total Shipping Weight

36 kgs
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20 Tonne Tube Stub Removal Kit - TSRK20

The 20 Tonne Portable Tube Stub Removal Kit offers a more powerful and efficient method of removing tube stubs up to
1” (25.4mm) in dia, by means of a double acting hydraulic cylinder giving powered movement in both directions.
The kit comprises of four main parts:
•

A self tapping spear which is screwed into the tube stub,

•

A double acting hollow hydraulic cylinder that is fitted with a clamping assembly to allow for use with a tool
balancer. This is located over the spear,

•

A “Horse Shoe” locking device which is slotted into the groove at the male square end of the spear.

•

An easy to operate air powered hydraulic pump. The pump has a hand operated lever providing control of forward,
stop and reverse.

Also included in the kit are a pair of 3 metre long hydraulic hoses fitted with quick release couplings that connect the
pulling cylinder to the pump, a safety frame, a 3/4” square ratchet handle and a lockable storage box.
The self tapping spear is designed to be driven into the tube stub using the spears 3/4” square male drive either by an
impact wrench for speed, or manually using the 3/4” square ratchet handle provided.
Standard spears are available to suit all tube sizes up to and including 1” O/D. For the removal of tube stubs larger than
1” in diameter please consult us for advice in respect of the necessary special extras.
This equipment is availble for rental on a daily/weekly basis. More information is available on request.

Technical Specifications
Pulling Head		

Power Pack

Stroke

150mm (6”)

AirConsumption

560 l / min at 7 Bar

Max Pulling Force

20 Tonnes

Standard Workshop Air Supply

100 PSI

Max Tube Dia (Stub)

1”

Max Operating Pressure

700 Bar (10,000 PSI)

Weight

18 kgs

Dimensions

43L x 17W x 28H cms

Hoses		

Carrying Case

2 Hydraulic Hose

3m Long

Dimensions

68L x 35W x 30H cms

Max Pressure

700 Bar (10,000 PSI)

Total Shipping Weight

50 kgs
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30 Tonne Tube Pulling Machine
Our range of 30 Tonne Fully automatic Continuous Tube Pulling Machines consist of an Electro-Hydraulic Machine
(TP2000E) for use in work shop environments and a Pneumatic-Hydraulic Machine (TP2000P) for use in hazardous
environments.
This equipment is availble for rental on a daily/weekly basis.

How The Wicksteed Tube Puller Works
Secure Mandrel in tube

Slide the pulling head over the Mandrel - Press the “ON’ button

The Pulling Head pulls out complete tube - Press the “OFF’ button

It’s as simple as that!
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What makes Wicksteed’s Tube Pulling Equipment better than its competitors?
FASTER EXTRACTION RATE
The TP2000E and TP2000P are capable of removing tubes at a rate of 3 metres (10ft) per minute.

AUTOMATIC LOCKING FEATURE KEEPS THE PULLING HEAD IN FIRM CONTACT
WITH TUBE PLATE
This unique, worldwide patented locking device means there is no need for operator involvement while the machine is
pulling a tube.

FULLY AUTOMATIC AND SIMPLE TO USE
Just two control buttons, ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’. The simplicity of the machines means that no special skills are required to
operate them. Both systems have sensing devices which automatically detect the required pulling force, and for difficult
extractions the pulling head will exert a force of up to 30 tonnes.

A CHOICE OF SYSTEM TO SUIT THE WORK ENVIRONMENT
Pneumatically powered equipment for use in hostile environments, such as petrochemical installations means that no
‘hot work’ permits are required. Electro-hydraulically powered equipment for the many environments where electrical
operation is permitted.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN THE MOST EXTREME TEMPERATURES
Both power units are fitted with air cooled radiators as standard to allow the machines to be used in the most extreme
temperatures.

RELIABILITY
Only top quality components are used and all pistons and cylinders are hard chrome plated and precision ground for
long life and low maintenance, in extreme working conditions.

JAW CHANGING
The changing of jaws and other consumable tooling is quick and simple keeping the operation at maximum efficiency.
Consumable tooling is available to suit all tube sizes up to and including 13/4”.

Technical Specifications
Pulling Head
Stroke
Pulling Force
Max Tube Dia
Max Pulling Speed
Voltage to P/H
Weight
Dimensions

TP2000P
150mm (6”)
30 Tonnes
13/4”
3m / min
57kgs
97L x 20W x 32H cms

TP2000E
150mm (6”)
30 Tonnes
13/4”
3m / min
24V
57kgs
97L x 20W x 32H cms

Hoses / Cables

2 Hydraulic Hoses - 3/4” Bore x 6m
1 off 7m long flexible tube containing
6 off 4mm O/D nylon control lines
Main air hose (not supplied)
Connection - 1” BSP Female

2 Hydraulic Hoses - 3/4”Bore x 6m
1 Control Cable x 7m long

Power Pack

Air Motor - 5.5 KW (7.5HP)
Air Pressure - 100 PSI (7 Bar)
Air Consumption130 CFM (3680 L / min) Min
220 CFM (6230 L / min) Max
Air supply - Must be dry and cooled
Volume of oil tank - 80 litres
Type of Oil - Castrol AWS 32 or similar
Dimensions118L x 65W x 100H cms
Weight (incl. oil) - 315 kgs

Electric Motor - 5.5KW (7.5HP)
Voltage - 380 / 420V (220V available)
Electrical Supply - 3 phase
Frequency - 50 HZ (60HZ available)
Volume of oil tank - 80 litres
Type of Oil - Castrol AWS 32 or similar
Dimensions120L x 62W x 100H cms
Weight (incl. oil) - 300 kgs
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HETP30
An alternative to the TP2000P is the HETP30 Pneumatic
Hydraulic Fully Automatic Continuous Tube Pulling
Machine. This machine is highly portable requiring only
air pressure in sufficient volume at a standard factory
pressure to work. It can be easily transported and installed
wherever tubes need to be removed e.g. factories, ships,
oil rigs, petrochemical installations, sugar refineries etc.
The HETP30 machine uses exactly the same consumable
tooling as the TP2000E and TP2000P.

Technical Specifications
Stroke		

76.2mm (3”)

Cycle time		

3 seconds

Air Pressure

8.3 BAR (120 psi)
5.5 BAR (80 psi)

Maximum
Minimum

Hydraulic Pressure
(at maximum air pressure)

624 BAR (9055 psi)

Air consumption		
At 7 BAR (100 psi)

85 cfm (2400 l/min)

Weights: Pulling Head
Power Unit		

32 kg
146 kg

Dimensions: Power unit

127 x 70 x 56 cms

Hydraulic Hose:

12.7 (1/2”)
6m

Bore (nominal)
Length

Pneumatic supply hose:
Bore (nominal)

12.7 (1/2”)

Hydraulic oil		

Castrol AWS 32

Control system		

Pneumatic

Nominal tube diameters

Up to 45mm (13/4”)
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GENERAL ACCESSORIES

Right Angled Gear Drive

Parallel Gear Drive

Designed for use inside header boxes where
handholes are at a right angle to the tube centerline.
For hand or power use. Other sizes are available.

Designed for use inside header boxes where
handholes are not in line with the tube centerline.
Other sizes are available.
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Ratchet Handles
Drive Extensions

Rugged construction, for use with boiler expanders
where power tools are not available.

Designed for use with ratchets, universal joints, parallel
gear drives; right angled gear drives, etc. to provide an
accessible drive end. Other sizes available on request.

RW 6,7 and 8 are supplied complete with extension
handles 17” long.

Universal Joints

Universal Joint & Extension

Designed for use inside header boxes etc. where the
handhole is at an angle to the tube centerline. Other
sizes are available.

Designed for use inside header boxes etc. where the
handhole is at an angle to the tube centerline; and
where space is limited. Other sizes are available.
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Male/Female Adaptor

Designed for use with driving equipment, ratchets, etc.
Other sizes are available on request.

Square Adaptor (Female)

Morse Taper Adaptor

Designed for use as a driver from morse taper to
square. Other sizes are available on request.

Designed for use as a means of joining drive
extensions to mandrel squares, etc. Other sizes are
available on request.
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Tube End Facer
The Tube End Facing Tool is designed to face the ends
of tubes in heat exchangers and condensers. The tools
are fitted with replaceable high alloy tool bits specially
coated for extended life. There are 2 styles of blade,
one for non-ferrous tubes and the other for stainless
steel tubes, please specify the type required when
ordering. All the tools are fitted with an adjustable
bearing housing to allow the amount of the tube
projection to be controlled. Available for tubes 3/8” to
11/2”. Each tool has a 3/8” male hexagon drive, and are
complete with a set of pilots for different tube gauges.
Tube O.D.
Inch

Std. Gauge

Metric

/8	9.53	

3

/2

1

Tube I.D.

Range	Inch	

Metric	

Tube Facer
Number

Tool Bits

16-22	0.245-0.319	6.22-8.10	ETF375	

12.70	16-22	

ETF376	ETF376SS	

ETF375P

0.370-0.444	9.40-11.28	ETF500	ETF506	ETF506SS	

ETF500P

/8	15.88	14-22	0.459-0.569	 11.66-14.45	ETF625

5

	

ETF626	

ETF626SS	ETF625P

/4	19.05	12-22	0.482-0.694	 12.24-17.63	

ETF750	ETF756	ETF756SS	ETF750P

/8	22.22	

ETF875	

ETF876	

ETF876SS	

ETF875P

0.782-0.916	 19.86-23.27	ETF1000	

ETF1006	

ETF1006SS	

ETF1000P

1 /8	28.58	12-18	0.907-1.041	23.04-26.44	ETF1125	

ETF1126	ETF1126SS	

ETF1125P

11/4	

ETF1256	

3
7

	

Pilots

Non-Ferrous	 Stainless Steel

1	

12-18	

25.40	12-18	

0.607-0.791	 15.42-20.09	

1

	 13/8	

31.75	12-18	
34.93

1 /2	38.10	
1

1.032-1.166	 26.21-29.62	ETF11250	

12-18	1.157-1.291	 29.39-32.79	
12-18

1.282-1.416

ETF1375	

ETF1256SS	ETF1250P

ETF1376	ETF1376SS	

ETF1375P

32.56-35.97	ETF1500	ETF1506	ETF1506SS	ETF1500P

Tube Guide

Tube End Flaring/Belling

These tools are designed to flare or bell a projecting
tube end. They are usually supplied with a shank
.680” diameter x 23/8” long. Details of the tube end
conditions to be supplied with your enquiry.

Pneumatic Beading Tool

Designed for use as guide to guide tubes through
tube sheet and support plate holes. Speeds up the
assembly operation and prevents the tube end from
damage during assembly. The nylon brush not only
holds the guide in place but also cleans the inside of
the tube prior to expanding.

Beading Tool

Radius for Bead

For Tubes BWG

75-456

9/64” (3.6mm)

13 AND LIGHTER

75-456S

3/16” (4.8mm)

10,11 AND 12

75-456A

7/32” (5.6mm)

8 AND 9

Pneumatic Beading Tools are made with a different
size radius for beading tubes in firetube boilers.
All have standard Type No.1 .680” (17.3mm) diameter
by 2-3/8” (60.3mm) long shanks.
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Push Type Tube Cutter

Tube Size O/D
mm

INCH

9.5

3

12.7

1

15.8

5

19.0

3

Tube Knockout Tool

PART NUMBER
Pilot Range

Complete Tool

Cutter Bit

/8”

22-24g

42.PC-95

42PCB25210

/2”

14-17g

42.PC-127

42.PCB25211/12

/8”

19-22g

42.PC-158

42.PCB25186

/4”

14-22g

42.PC-190

42.PCB25186

22.2

7

11-22g

42.PC-222

42.PCB25194

25.4

1”

/8”

11-13g

42.PC-222

42.PCB25194

25.4

1”

11-22g

42.PC-254

42.PCB25199

31.7

11/4”

14-22g

42.PC-317

42.PCB25206

38.1

11/2”

14-20g

42.PC-381

42.PCB25206

50.8

2”

8-20g

42.PC-508

42.PCB25221

63.5

21/2”

8-12g

42.PC-635

42.PCB25223

Twin Blade Cutters

This tool is used in conjuction with the tube wall
reducer for removing tube ends. It is supplied with a
shank .680” diameter x 23/8” long to suit a standard
pneumatic chipping hammer. Sizes available are 1/2”
O.D. to 11/2” O.D. When ordering please specify tube
O.D. and wall thickness.

Tube Wall Reducer

The Push Type Tube Cutter can be driven with a
Pneumatic or Electric drill motor. The tool uses spring
loaded cutters, which are adjustable for depth and
cut when pressure is applied during use. Each tool is
suitable for most tube wall thicknesses and two cutter
tips are standard on tube sizes from 1”.

Single Revolution Tube Cutter

This tool is used to reduce the wall thickness of the
tube to be replaced. Tubes should be drilled about
80% of the way through the tube sheet and not full
thickness when used in conjuction with tube knockout
tube tool. Sizes available are 1/2” O.D. to 11/2” O.D.
When ordering please specify tube O.D. and thickness.

Tube Wall Collapser

This tool is designed for cutting ferrous and non
ferrous tubes in heat exchanger/condenser tube
bundles. Adjustable from 2” to 6” reach. Tool is
operated by hand using a ratchet drive. Details of
other sizes available on request.

This tool is used in conjuction with the tube wall
reducer for removing tube ends. It removes tubes by
collapsing the tube end in the tube sheet. It is supplied
with a shank .680” diameter x 23/8” long to suit a
standard pneumatic chipping hammer. Sizes available
are 1/2” O.D. to 11/2” O.D. It is only necessary to specify
tube O.D. when ordering.
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Tube Gauge
Using three point ball contact makes it easy to use for
measuring Tube I.D. and tube sheet holes. The reversible dial
plate offers metric on one side and inch/decimal on the other
side. Standard measurement depth is 4” or 8” with add on
extensions available. Each extension adds 8” of reach to the
guage.

Tube

I.D. Range

O.D.

Min

Standard
Max

Reach

Tool Number		

Setting

Mandrel

Body

Ring

Extension

Extension

/8” (9.5mm)

.290” (7.4mm)

.350” (8.9mm)

876200-375

4”

8252-3/8

876210-500

876211-375

/2” (12mm)

.350” (8.9mm)

.450” (11.4mm)

876200-500

4”

8252-1/2

876210-500

876211-500

/8” (16mm)

.440” (11.2mm)

.560” (14.2mm)

876200-625

4”

8252-5/8

876210-500

876211-625

/4” (19mm)

.550” (14.0mm)

.715” (18.2mm)

876200-750

8”

8252- /4

876210-500

876211-750

/8” (22mm)

.675” (17.1mm)

.840” (21.3mm)

876200-875

8”

8252- /8

876210-500

876211-750

1” (25mm)

.800” (20.3mm)

.965” (24.5mm)

876200-1000

8”

8252-1

876210-500

876211-750

1 /4” (32mm)

.950” (24.1mm)

1.170” (29.7mm)

876200-1250

8”

8252-1 /4

876210-500

876211-750

13/8” (35mm)

1.085” (27.5mm)

1.295” (32.9mm)

876200-1375

8”

8252-13/8

876210-500

876211-750

11/2” (38mm)

1.240” (31.5mm)

1.450” (36.8mm)

876200-1500

8”

8252-11/2

876210-1500

876211-1500

2” (51mm)

1.700” (43.2mm)

1.910” (48.5mm)

876200-2000

8”

8252-2

876210-2000

876211-2000

3

1
5
3
7

1

3
7

1

Grooving Tool
The GT Series Grooving Tools are fast and accurate for
cutting grooves in tube sheets, either manually to clean
up existing grooves or on any drilling / milling machines.
They have a one piece mandrel design to improve the tools
performance and are available in hole sizes 5/8” to 3”. The
tools are supplied fitted with one standard 1/8” x 1/4” x 1/8”
cutter bit, although other cutter bit sizes are available on
request.
Replacement Cutter Bits – Spacing Configuration
Ferrous & Non Ferrous
		
Size

Part No.

/8” x /4” x /8”

1

1

1

3 x 6.35 x 3mm

Stainless Steel

/8” x /8” x /8”

1

3

1

3 x 9.53 x 3mm

/8” x /4” x /8”

1

1

1

3 x 6.35 x 3mm

Morse

/8” x /8” x /8”

Taper

3 x 9.53 x 3mm

No.

1

3

/8” (15.88mm)

GT625

/4” (19.05mm)

GT750

/8” (22.23mm)

GT875					

5
3
7

1” (25.4mm)

GT1000

1 /4” (31.75mm)

GT1250

1 /2” (38.1mm)

GT1500

13/4” (44.45mm)

GT1750

2” (50.8mm)

GT2000					

21/2” (63.5mm)

GT2500

3” (76.2mm)

GT3000

1
1

GT-100-31-3

GT-100-31-4

GT100-31-3S

1

3

GT-100-31-4S

4
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Orbital Tube Welding System
The Technodata Orbital Welding Systems are the result of many years experience in
the field of tube to tube and tube to tube-sheet welding. High quality welds and high
repeatability are reached by using ultra modern technical components and special
software. The input of all parameters is very easy and logical by means of the control
panel with 8 line display.

Technical Data – Inverter Power Source Type IM 99
•

Integrated control unit for all Technodata orbital welding heads

•

Integrated sector control with 10 free selective sectors for the
parameters current, rotation and wire speed

•

Program capacity for 40 program blocks

•

Remote control with 8 line display

•

Current range: 5 A – 300 A

•

Max current 40% d.c.: 300 A

•

Max current 60% d.c.: 250 A

•

Max current 100% d.c.: 190 A

•

No load voltage: 106 V

•

Welding voltage: 10 V – 30 V

•

Mains voltage: 3 x 400 V

•

Tolerance: + 6% / - 15%

•

Frequency: 50 / 60 HZ

•

Efficiency: 89%

•

Surrounding temperature:
-10˚C / 40˚C

•

Cooling fan

•

Torch-cooling: water

•

Ground cable: 35 mm²

•

Size 890L x 500W x 890H mm

•

Weight: approx 100 kgs

•

Tested VDE 0544 + EN 60974-1

Options
•

Trolley for 2 gas bottles with
support arm and balancer

•

Double gas valve

•

Manual torch

•

Printer type CBM
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Orbital Welding Head T-250
The Technodata Welding Head is used for TIG tube to tube-sheet weldings with and
without filler wire. The main features are easy handling, high adaptability to the specific
welds and precise torch guiding.
The Welding Head T-250 consists of the central body with centering bell, torch unit and
mounted rotating filler wire device. The rotating torch is water cooled and can be adjusted
radial, axial and angular. The rotating movement is endless, current, shield gas and
coolant are passed over by a rotation coupling.
The Welding Head T-250 is centered in the tube to be welded by means of an
interchangeable centering cartridge mounted on a centering mandrel. The distance, and
the right angle position are secured by adjustable precise supporting legs. Exact filler
wire guiding is guaranteed by a rigid guide system. Stepless adjustable driving motors
for rotation and wire feeding together with the way control system are responsible for the
automatic single or multi pass welding cycle.

Technical Data
•

Endless rotating coupling for current, shield gas and coolant

•

Way control for rotation

•

Torch water cooled, swivelling

•

Slide for torch and wire adjustment

•

Axial adjustment by screw ring

•

Rotating wire feeding device (dismountable)

•

(Spool D 100: wire dia 0.6 – 1.2 mm, 1kgs)

•

Rotating speed: 0.2 – 5 rpm

•

Wire speed: 0 – 1.5 m / min

•

Tungsten dia: 1.6 – 3.2 mm

•

Max current 200 A

•

Net weight 7.5 kgs

•

Size (without centering)
L = 450mm D = 120mm
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PORTABLE TOOLS FOR TUBE & PIPE MACHINING, CUTTING & FLANGE FACING

In the world of tube and pipe tools...
H&S Tool is your world class supplier
Machine tube and pipe ends to standard and custom
specifications with one of our protable pneumatic or
electric powered tools. Saw single tubes, waterwall tubes
and structural steel quickly and safely. Resurface flanges,
recut o-ring grooves and clean bolt patterns. Perform
tube expanding and pulling procedures with ease. If you
fabricate, install, service or maintain plants with tubes and
pipes from 1/2” I.D. to 30” O.D. (12.7 mm l.D. to 762 mm
O.D.), H&S is your single source, world class supplier for
products that increase productivity with safety and ease of
operation on the job site or in the shop.

The tube and pipe end milling tools place accurate preps
quickly and safely. All conventional speed tools feature
internal locking. This locking centers the tool and removes
all torque from the operator. High speed milling tools have
a pilot to center the tool.
Each model of milling tool has a wide working range to
allow working on your most popular sizes with a minimum
number of tools. Also, each tool can perform many
different standard and custom machined configurations.
O.D. and l.D. beveling, squaring, J-preps for orbital
welding, stub removal from headers...these and many
others are routinely done with speed and accuracy.

Innovation and customization...
the key performance and profitability
H&S Innovation has created work saving products such as
our patented Multi-Prep® cutter. Multi-Prep® cleans tube
O.D., removes membranes on panel tubes and bevels
the tube end in one simple operation. The concept is so
popular that we have created a family of specialty cutters
that perform multiple functions and/or perform difficult
tasks with more efficiency and accuracy. Mulfi-Prep2™ is
the patent pending second generation cutter that does the

same simultaneous functions as the patented Multi-Prep®
plus you can perform an l.D. bevel. The OD Clean cutter
cleans the outside surface of single tubes and panels as
well as removing membranes.
Custom specifications for all of these can be satisfied
including depth of cut and carbide insert shapes.
Additionally, standard cutters can be customized to meet
your specific requirements.

Detailed catalogues are available on request
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